
INNCOM Lighting Controls

Give guests marvelous moods and stunning scenes 
while saving guestroom energy

SMARTER LIGHTING
CREATES DELIGHT
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Take guestrooms from wonderful to whimsical, 
serious to sensual – at the push of a button

SAVE ENERGY  
AND ENERGIZE GUESTS

HIGHLIGHT YOUR DESIGNS 
Defining your distinctive space takes 
attention to detail – selecting furnishings 
that embrace your guests, textures that 
delight, and color palates that inspire.  
Add the right lighting moods and scenes? 
Now your guestroom can really shine. 

A complementary lighting scene can 
transport guests from your beautiful room 
to the home-away-from-home they’ve 
always dreamed of. And with a variety 
of lighting moods at guests’ fingertips, 
a bright workspace can become a 
relaxing retreat or a romantic hideaway. 

Whether your rooms have simple lighting 
control or more complex features like  
dimming, drapes, or color and tone  
control included as part of the scene,  
we can help you achieve design 
perfection with a variety of familiar 
user controls and customizable 
INNCOM switches and interfaces. 

SWITCH TO SAVINGS
By integrating your lighting into an 
INNCOM energy management system 
(EMS), smarter room automation can 
help you save energy. Our thermostats 
can detect when guests are in the 
room or away, and wirelessly control 
the  lighting to accommodate. 

We can orchestrate a variety of schemes 
based on more than just a button push.  
We can create welcome scenes for  
check-in, or adjust dimming based on 
time of day. We can even incorporate 
guiding lighting that detects a waking 
guest at night and softly illuminates the 
way via gentle floor or cove lighting. And 
by connecting all of your in-room lighting 

to an in-room automation controller, 
lights can turn off automatically when 
guests are away, reducing energy use. 

The same automation logic that 
supports these scene profiles also 
enables easy wireless master-lighting 
control to help you sustain compliance 
with California Title 24 requirements 
while reducing wiring costs.

Our INNcontrol™ energy management 
supervisor software can give you 
insight into each light in every room, 
allowing you to monitor usage versus 
savings, and alerting staff of any 
issues via PC and mobile device with 
details on the light and the problem. 
You can also set maintenance alerts 
to notify staff to replace a light before 
it reaches it’s end-of-life, ensuring 
a flawless guest experience.

3 way switch log via 
conduit and line 
voltage cable

Conduit line voltage cable

RF communication

Conduit line 
voltage cable

INNCOM Master Light Solution
Master Switch communicates via low voltage cable or radio frequency

Conventional Master Light Switch
Each switch leg is run back to the Master Switch

Typical master lighting scheme
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FLEXIBLE, UPGRADABLE 
LIGHTING PLATFORM 
Our wide assortment of standard 
lighting-control devices means that 
your room is lit perfectly, regardless of 
the lighting format. Wirelessly control 
fixtures and lamps behind the scenes, 
via INNCOM’s Deep Mesh network.

TOUCHABLE GUEST 
TOUCHPOINTS 
From simple push buttons to sleek glass 
and every texture in between, we offer 
a host of standard and customizable 
wall-mountable controls to match 
any theme, décor or level of luxury.

DALI
DALI (Digital Addressable Lighting 
Interface) enables fine control of 
dimming and light color, as well as 
exceptional white-tone control. With 
up to 64 fixtures and 16 groups or 
scenes scenes at your command, a 
whole world of lighting options open 
up to transform your guestroom.

Designer Series 
Your solution for when your control plate 
materials are already selected, or you 
wish to mount your controls right into the 
millwork for a seamless execution. These 
tasteful switches feature customizable 
labels, backlighting, color and trim.

PC50X DALI module
MODEVA+ switch

ELEMENTS 
Our ELEMENTS* line is offered in a 
variety of glass, metallic and textured 
finishes to match your décor, no matter 
what you draw your inspiration from. And 
it’s available as a single- and double-
gang switch or a longer combination 
plate for beautiful bedside controllers. 
*British gang box applications only

ELEMENTS switch

Spectre™
Spectre receptacles and switches 
are an easy-to-install option for 
wireless or wired control. Lamps and 
other receptacle-based lighting can 
be controlled seamlessly via a wall 
switch, or automatically based on 
occupancy logic – which makes for 
easy California Title 24 compliance.

Spectre receptacle and switch

EVORA switch

MODEVA™ and MODEVA+
Our MODEVA and MODEVA+ lines of 
sleek, capacitive-touch glass controls 
are as easy to sanitize as they are to look 
at. Single-, double-, and triple-gang* 
controls, as well as integrated nightlight 
and slide-dimming options are available. 
Our new MODEVA+ offers an even sleeker 
frameless design. Choose from black,  
white or custom colors. 
*Triple-gang not available for MODEVA+

EVORA 
EVORA* offers an elegantly simple, 
traditional button interface with up to 
five buttons, plus customizable button 
labeling and backlighting as well as 
optional nightlights - all with the familiarity 
of  standard Decora covers and plates. 
*American gang box applications only

Designer Series switch
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